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ku

old pond water under a microscope

moonlight meets a forehead halfway

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 morning correcting my shadow posture

	 	 	 	 	 	 John Stevenson
 
 
	 When I yawn civilizations collapse worlds are born

	 	 	 Wayne Mason
 
 
 
At crystal sphere’s
north pole —
the continent of  dust
 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 For two thousand years
      scrolls in a cave — the Dead Sea
	 	 	 	 	 	 has no butterflies

  In the cave’s dream
	 	 the light becomes
	 	 a white snake
 



	 	 	 	 	 In fresh fallen snow
     the travelers’
	 	 	 	 	 temporary fossils
 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 The first dandelion
         that’s what each one
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 thinks it is
 

  white hydrangea —
	 	 the secret return
	 	 of  dinosaur light

	 	 	 	 	 	 John Sandbach
 

seven suns 
phases of  geometry 
in her bones
 

     seven suns
     the wrench floats
     in our common dream
 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 seven suns
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 disjunction
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 on a sycamore leaf
 

	 	 	 seven suns 
	 	 	 few have known 
	 	 	 the taste of  demons
 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 seven suns
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the hollow in your dream
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 filled with eyes

	 	 Michael Dylan Welch
 



seven moons
the globe from my childhood
out of  date
 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 seven moons
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the shopping list
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 includes condoms
 
  
	 	 	 	 seven moons
	 	 	 	 a pale scar
    from the rooster’s beak

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Tanya McDonald
 

	 so quickly no one's sure
	 a star
	 through rushing clouds
 
	 	 	 	 	 Allan Burns
 
 
     we are what we eat crow caw
 

	 	 autumn falls
	 	 down the mountain
	 	 a little each day
 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 offering left for the god of  the way raven takes it
 

	 tiny figures along the vast shore briefly

	 	 	 	 five till they are one and none geese
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 Jim Kacian
 
 



 
	 	 	 their wings like cellophane remember cellophane

	 	 	 	 	 	 Lorin Ford
 
 
   rain hits a clear
	 	 plastic umbrella
	 	 fear of  documents

	 	 	 Michael Fessler
 
 
My job one raindrop Listen

	 	 	 	 	 	 ENTERING NO EXIT

      Another field cloudless sky becomes a revolution

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jeffrey Beam
 
 
  laughter
     the axe blade shines
       with rain
 
	 	 	 Mike Andrelczyk
 
 
	 	 wind bitten trees I promise an ode some evening in Mexico
 
 
         all I want:
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the apple seeds
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 of  Cortez
 

watermelons tossed off  the train whispering Spanish
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Michael McClintock
 
 



 
                            slammed by salt and sun
the paint has no chance in this mexican prison
 

        before the firing squad
                        the perfect ash
        of  a last cigar

  throughout the night —
  the shipwreck memories
  of  the lighthouse

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 David Caruso
 
  

As we lift our broken ships :: I feel my eyes go silent

If  I'm crushed by a mountain :: haven't I said who I am

Holding a branch of  the rain :: how many will I be

With sad decisions that chain my birds to your sky

You can't push mountains with a broken voice

If  I eat dark clouds :: whose path am I on

Grant Hackett
 
 
 



	 	 	 	 	 neon buddha
	 	 	 	 	 the endless rain
	 	 	 	 	 of  mercy
 
  
	 the distant hills
	 look like buddhas
	 without neon
 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the long wait
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 to cross the border
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 neon buddha
 

	 	 	 	 garbage strike
	 	 	 	 the neon buddha
	 	 	 	 eats the rainbow
 

	 	 	 	 	 	 neon buddha
	 	 	 	 	 	 the exclusivity
	 	 	 	 	 	 of  rhinos
 
          Michael Dylan Welch
 

	 gray day
	 the yellow bird
	 a black hole
 

	 	 	 	 	 into her bed
	 	 	 	 	 of  roses
	 	 	 	 	 my buzz

	 	 George Swede

 
 
 



	 	 	 	 the wasp
	 	 	 	 makes the window
	 	 	 	 more English

	 	 	 	 	 	 Doug Kutney
 

ghosted summer the bee hedge is the sound of  sunlight

John Barlow
 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 an outbreak of  laughter
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 red bees
       storm the brain 
 

	 	 at the end of  the tunnel
	 	 did you see the light
	 	 glinting off  the bullet

	 	 	 	 	 	 a gray mist
	 	 	 	 	 	 no one on the bridge
	 	 	 	 	 	 between hemispheres
 
 
	 on this beach I could walk for miles along your thigh

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Peter Yovu
 
 
damp sand ripples cold salt wind

	 	 	 	 	 	 the breath beyond the breath that fills the reed

	 	 	 	 nothing in a nutshell All Souls' Day
 



	 	 	 	 	 honeysuckle
	 	 	 	 	 taking down
	 	 	 	 	 the spite fence

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 all ears tuned to the closing bell

	 	 	 Peggy Willis Lyles
 
 
in one ear out the other train whistle

Chad Lee Robinson
 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 as if
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 all things
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 were possible
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 a dandelion
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 before
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 you

	 	 	 summer i go nowhere twice

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Gregory Hopkins

 
	 bronco of  her rising
	 the humid night
	 of  a lost promise

      taken suddenly
      into a glitter of  I…
      a dervish of  you
 
 
	 	 	 bathed warmth
	 	 	 admiring she who
	 	 	 admires herself

	 	 	 	 	 	 Jeffrey Winke



she’s reaching for the red
chicken something passes
in front of  the sun
  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the lump in my
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 pillowcase a pair of  your
         panties I’ve never seen
 

	 	 	 	 finger thick with
	 	 	 	 blood an orange in your
	 	 	 	 drawer flat on one side
 

	 the old water glass in
	 the red dark I pull
	 a hair from my mouth

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 under the cutting
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 board the flattened
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ants look just like ants

	 	 	 Chris Gordon
 



my yearning to spend a night inside a tulip magnolia

	 	 	 	 	 mustard blossoms and I waiting for the cue

 city twilight —
	 the autobiography
	 of  a weeping willow
 
  
       fiddle necks —
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 I remember my life
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 as a butterfly

  blue rain    a smile only Picasso would admire

	 	 	 	 	 	 Fay Aoyagi
 

opening her robe against forgetting distant music

cloudshine a flock of  sparrows glittering into speech

snow on a wind the vowels howl like a wolf
 

	 for fish, I fish
 for sorrow — I can do nothing
	 with sorrow
  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 snails
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 in love, repelled
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 and attracted

	 	 	 	 Michael McClintock
 



	 	 autumn receding the crow becomes the fog

	 	 	 	 Patrick M. Pilarski
 

night spiders armed with red pens
	
	 Helen Buckingham
 

	 	 	 	 	 'it's better than it was' overcast dream

	 	 	 	 	 close to someone in the stars white seeps inward

	 	 	 	 	 dawn a jury of  my peers or dusk

	 	 	 	 	 ode pool its colors slow into the sound of  melt

	 	 	 	 	 as the world fails saxophone in the lips of  a walrus

	 	 	 	 	 universe on tv i could be alive in

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Marlene Mountain
 

 



The Chinese Astronauts
Were all born
In the same fortuitous year
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 Their wives dress
	 	 	 	 	 	 Like stewardesses
	 	 	 	 	 	 The Chinese Astronauts
 
	 	 The Chinese Astronauts
	 	 Their suits are different
	 	 Made in separate countries

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 The Chinese Astronauts
       Aren’t able to touch
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Their own faces

	 	 	 	 Chris Gordon
 

mockingbird an octave shy of  the moon

	 	 	 	 stardust the whole desert wanting

  maybe it’s just me but with a sky this blue

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Billie Dee
 

    winter's end
    the steady trickle
    of  goals
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 Rob Scott
 

	 blue sea walking up to the bench under a single tree

	 	 K. Ramesh
 



summer day from every angle the hummingbird’s throat

Carolyn Hall
 

nightfall in Kyōto yet another vermillion torii

Dietmar Tauchner
 

 I leave my heart
 to the sasanqua flower
 on the day of  this journey.         

   R.H. Blyth
     (his death poem, found here)

 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 fugue state
       I’m wearing the ocean
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 on a date

	 	 	 fugue state
	 	 	 the breath of  skulls
	 	 	 to triangulate
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 Jason Sanford Brown

                                                        

http://www.hacketthaiku.com/RHBlythsHome.html
http://www.hacketthaiku.com/RHBlythsHome.html


	 being told
	 my world view
	 darkening
 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 this forest floor
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 thinking of  a mushroom
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 thinking of  a hunter
 

   leaves that won’t
   fit anywhere don’t
	 	 	 fit anywhere

but how does it really feel open peony

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 where the sky becomes empty laughter

	 	 while imagination is a daffodil surrounded by daffodils

	 	 	 	 	 	 Scott Metz
 
 
 



Many lives watering the cactus

眾多生活樣貌 灌溉著仙人掌
 

Coming to light
in the room full of  books
our sonogram

靈光乍現 充滿書的房間裡 我們的超音波照

        In the cubicles
        the kafkaesque
        of  a persimmon

        在隔間裡 一棵柿樹的卡夫卡式
 

  Thinking in right angles
                                   up to the sea's edge

  思考以正確的角度 

                                  來到海岸邊

        A redwood forest
        at Threat Level Orange
        . . . post-everything

        紅木林 橘色警戒 後萬事
 

   With light still getting there
   down the spine
   of  a banana leaf

   隨著光線 還是來到芭蕉葉的葉脈
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Paul Pfleuger Jr.



mountaintopfire 
(part 1)

 

   ku by Santōka                       

   haiga by Shodo                   

	 	 	 translations by Scott Watson
 
 
 



 

風ふけばどこからともなく生きていててふてふ

    wind blowing out of

    nowhere


    living on

    a butterfly
 
  
 



   

風は何よりさみしいとおもふすすきの穂

     nothing’s lonelier

     than wind it seems

     pampass grass ears
 
 
  
 
 



水音けふもひとり旅ゆく

water sounds today too on my way alone
 
 
 



 
 

風の中からかおかお鴉
      from

      within

      this

      wind

      caw

      caw

      this

	 	 	 	 	 	 crow



 

   
 
 

水をへだててをとことおなごと話が尽きない

     separated by water

     the man-woman thing

     talked on forever
 
 
 



   

牛の大きくよこたはり師走風ふく

ox largely sprawled out twelfth month wind
 
 
 



 
 

こんなにうまい水があふれている

      water
      this
      delicious

      is
      over-
      flowing
 
 



 
 
 
   われをしみじみ風がでてきて考へさせる

	 	 	 quite myself  with this wind come to think
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

風がほどよく春めいた薮と薮

     wind just right

     spring-like

     thicket and

     thicket
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 

酔えば水音

      being
      drunk
      sound
      of
      water
 
 



Taneda Shōichi was born December 3, 1882 in Yamaguchi prefecture. He acquired his 
pen name, Santōka (Moutaintopfire), in 1911 (he also at times used the pen name Denji-
ko: Lord Mud-Snail). Though he began writing haiku in the yuuki teikei style (utilizing kigo, 
the 5-7-5 syllabic pattern, and old literary expressions),  Santōka quickly came to reject 
those traditional approaches and became a prominent poet in the jiyûritsu (free form) 
movement, which pursued a freedom of poetical spirit. His life was full of many 
difficulties and setbacks: his mother's suicide when he was ten (his younger brother's when 
he was thirty-four), a nervous breakdown in his twenties, alcoholism, bankruptcy, divorce, 
the Great Kanto Earthquake (after which he was jailed for being a suspected 
Communist),  and poverty. In 1924 he became a Zen monk, traveling and begging 
throughout Japan. At age fifty-three he attempted suicide but survived. In 1936, he again 
began walking, this time along the trail that Bashō (1644–1694) took and wrote about in 
The Narrow Road to the Interior.   He died on October 11, 1940 in Mastuyama, Ehime 
prefecture.

Shodo Iwagaki is a Zen Buddhist monk and artist living in Kuse, Okayama, Japan. For 
over 30 years he has been living and creating his artwork in Mairai-ji (Mairai Temple). 
Virtually every wall and ceiling inside the temple is covered with his woodblock prints, 
paintings, and carvings.

Scott Watson was born in 1954 in Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania (USA) and grew up in a 
small town called Riverton across the Delaware in NJ. He has been a resident of Japan for 
29 years. He lives with his wife Morie in Sendai. They have two children: Tatsuma and 
James. Scott is a poet who has published over ten collections of poetry; His translations 
from Japanese include Bashō's Narrow Road (under the title Bashō's Road's Edge), poems by 
Yorifumi Yaguchi, poems by Yamao Sansei,  and, of course, Santōka. He edited for ten 
years the poetry magazine BONGOS OF THE LORD. He directs Bookgirl Press and is a 
tenured professor at a university in Sendai. 
 



Kaneko Tōta: 
A Selection with Commentary

by Hiroaki Sato

It is  ironic that it was a book Kaneko Tōta 金子兜太 wrote with the tanka poet Okai 

Takashi 岡井隆 on the short poetic forms of haiku and tanka that I picked up when I, an 

English major in Kyoto, wanted to find out what makes the haiku tick: Tan-shikei Bungaku-

ron 短詩型文学論 (Kinokuniya Shoten, 1963). The irony was that I didn’t know anything 

about Kaneko’s haiku at the time—that they go out of the set form 定型 of 5-7-5 

syllables often enough to make not the man the most appropriate person to discuss the 

haiku “form.”

There was another irony, I might add. Once my interest was aroused by haiku, it was 

unconventional writers like Kaneko that attracted me. As a result, I in time acquired more 

of  his books than those of  any other modern haiku writers. 

At any rate, as an English major — and that was more than four decades ago — I took to 

the view of the haiku form that it is too compressed to make full sense on its own, and it is 

a view I haven’t been able to shake off all these years. I am reminded of this as I write 



about Kaneko. In my other piece on Kaneko (forthcoming on The Haiku Foundation 

website; see also the essay "Fluorescent Squid" in this issue),  for example, I think I got 

most of what he was describing in the haiku about bank employees and phosphorescent 

lamps,  but it was only after I started writing this article and picked up Kaneko’s “history 

of [my] postwar haiku”—Waga sengo haiku-shi わが戦後俳句史 (Iwanami Shoten, 1985) 

—that I found one additional piece of information that might throw further light on the 

haiku: he wrote it the day after he saw firefly squid 蛍烏賊 in an aquarium in Onomichi.

Not that this additional information is indispensable to a fair grasp of that particular 

piece. But Kaneko’s haiku often require a good deal of explanation for the reader to have 

a fair understanding,  which may be natural: he set out writing haiku with the 

“recordability” of things observed in mind, then moved on to the stress on 

“quotidianness” — by which I think he means what may be worth writing down of things 

he sees in his daily life, regardless, one ventures, of intelligibility to others. Here is one of 

his early “postwar” pieces:

 

死にし骨は海に捨つべし沢庵噛む
Shinishi hone wa umi ni sutsubeshi takuan kamu
 

Suppose I translate this, remaining as faithful to the original as I can as is my wont:



The dead bones to be thrown into the sea I chew pickled radish 

 

Would the translation mean anything to an English reader? For that matter, does 

Kaneko’s original make sense to a Japanese reader beyond, say, a hint of determination 

and some sense of  incongruity?

To begin to grasp what this haiku in 6-7-6 syllables is all about or what was on Kaneko’s 

mind and wanted to convey when he wrote it,  you need to know the following: Kaneko, 

back from the South Pacific where, as second lieutenant in the Imperial Japanese Navy, he 

had seen a great many of his comrades slaughtered or die, had just read David 

Ryazanov’s book on Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels that had moved him to tears where 

it describes how Marx had refused a monument to be built after his death and how 

Engels’ ashes, following his own will, were thrown into the sea; Japan, in the postwar 

chaos after a thorough military defeat, was suffering from food shortages, except that for 

some reason Kaneko had an ample supply of takuan,  pickled radish, which makes a good 

deal of noise when you chew it, like large fresh celery;  and Kaneko was pondering on the 

need of  self-abnegation in order to do “what should be done” — whatever that might be.

Now you may begin to see why haiku (and tanka) poets find it hard to resist the 

temptation to indulge in the practice called jikai 自解,  “self-explication.” Kaneko is no 



exception. Among the books I have,  he explains some of his pieces in the “postwar haiku” 

just mentioned and in his section of Vol. II of the six-volume anthology of modern haiku, 

Gendai haiku zenshū 現代俳句全集 (Rippū Shobō, 1977-1980),  where he makes a selection 

of 400 from his own haiku and provides some of them with background information. 

The small selection with commentary below is made mainly from these two items.

 
一群の遠森に蝉　病む広額
Ichigun no tōmori ni semi   yamu hironuka

 In a herd of  remote forest cicadas     the ill large brow
 

The first question is: What does ichigun, here given as “a herd,” modify? Distant forest? 

Cicadas? Either way, it isn’t the right “counter” — a definer of number of things — here. 

The words tōmori and hironuka make sense to the Japanese reader largely because the 

Chinese characters, or kanji, are given; they are compressed enough to look like 

neologisms. Kaneko also puts an interlinear space between the first 12-syllable and the 

second 6-syllable phrases, something he seldom does. He does so probably to avoid the 

sense “cicadas are ill” that might result without it: semi yamu. 

Kaneko explains he wrote this piece when he learned that his haiku comrade and literary 

critic Hori Tōru 堀徹 (1914-1948), suffering from laryngeal tuberculosis, was put in the 

national sanatorium on the border of Tokyo and Saitama. He gives this information in his 

“postwar haiku,” but does not include the piece in the 400 he chose for the volume 



mentioned above. 

In a different piece, meanwhile, he gives a sinister image of cicadas that is 

unconventional.

 
墓地も焼跡蝉肉片のごと樹樹に
Bochi mo yakeato semi nikuhen no goto kigi ni

The graveyard also burnt ruins cicadas like pieces of  flesh on the trees
 

In 1946, when Kaneko wrote this, most of the major Japanese cities that U.S. air raids 

had turned into burnt-out fields, including Tokyo, had hardly been rebuilt. From the 

black or brown cicadas shirring away that he saw on tree trunks in or around a graveyard 

in the midst of Tokyo, he apparently recalled or imagined pieces of flesh of the soldiers 

blown into bits clinging to palm trees and such on Truk Island.

(Careless or deliberate,  Kaneko includes this haiku among the nine that follows the 

intertextual headnote,  “Hori Tōru Dies,” in his selection of 400. In the jikai section, 

though, he says he composed it when he visited the haiku poet Harako Kōhei 原子公平 

(1919-2004) in the late fall of 1946 after returning from Truk. If that was the case, there is 

a puzzle: In late fall you don’t see many cicadas in Japan, even though in that country 

these insects are regarded as “a seasonal poem,” not as an object of  eradication.)

 



華麗な墓原女陰あらわに村眠り
Karei na hakahara join arawani mura nemuri

A resplendent cemetery field vaginas bared the village asleep

This eye-catching — shall we say, shockingly macabre — haiku in 8-7-5 syllables could 

utterly mislead, if  only because the surface meaning seems to make sense more or less. 

To combine the accounts Kaneko gives both in “the postwar haiku” and the jikai 

selection: in January 1958 he was reassigned from the Kobe branch to the Nagasaki 

branch of his employer, the Bank of Japan. With Japanese government agencies, such 

reshufflings of employees from one place to another, every few years,  are routine. 

Nagasaki, of course, was the city that suffered the second atomic bomb, on August 9, 

1945. (I recently met an artist whose father died of secondary exposure to the radiation 

—that is, he was not directly exposed to the bomb blast but, while helping the victims the 

following day, absorbed radiation from them and developed leukemia.) 

The city is also famous for secretly preserving Christianity after the Tokugawa 

government strictly banned it in the early 17th century and for reviving it as soon as the 

ban was lifted following Japan’s decision to open itself fully to international intercourse 

200 years later; many of the believers had gone underground and continued to transmit 

their faith. The special emotional appeal of the city for many Japanese since its  nuclear 

bombing, even though the Japanese as a whole are known to be least interested in 



Christianity as a faith, has been the fact that America, the Christian nation, destroyed the 

city, including the cathedral that was the symbol of  Christian resurrection.

(I will not get into it here, but that special appeal was crystallized in the 1949 song that 

struck the Japanese heartstring, “The Bells of  Nagasaki.”)

So, to be closer to what he described in this haiku, what were the things he saw, what were 

the overlaying images and thoughts?

Once settled down, Kaneko walked about the city and its vicinities, the ground zero and 

the execution ground of Christians where those who refused to give up their faith were 

executed en mass and turned into martyrs. One day, he went to Cape Waki at the 

southern tip of Nomo Peninsula that extends southwest from Nagasaki City into the East 

China Sea where he came upon a dune which was in truth a cemetery with large 

gravestones, “well polished and oily,” tidily, neatly aligned. The gravestones looked as if 

freshly made for the Christian martyrs because Kaneko had heard that the surrounding 

fishing village was one of the places where the inhabitants held on to their Christian faith 

throughout the period of  brutal repression and persecution.

In stark contrast, the village itself,  once well-known for great sardine catches, was now 

practically dead, a collection of scattered, rundown shacks in which he saw women lying 

on the floor and napping though it was midday, so sloppily dressed some of them had 



their buttocks and vaginas bared for all to see . . . though perhaps I should add that in 

those days Japanese houses, especially those in rural areas, were made in such a way that 

at least two sides were completely open, unless you put up sliding doors and such, so you 

could see through the entire house, and that rural women were mostly alien to things like 

undies and panties.

  
Additional Notes:

1. Kaneko Tōta, Waga sengo haiku-shi, pp. 22-26.

2. "The Bells of  Nagasaki": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4woM5BKyDMU 

3. After I finished writing this, I received a report on the Internal Haiku Convention 2009 
in which the winner of the Masaoka Shiki International Haiku Grand Prize was none 
other than Kaneko Tōta. He gave a long speech on that occasion, citing and commenting 
on, among other haiku, the vagina piece. There the translation given says: “On a 
magnificent graveyard / a woman exposes her vagina / while the village is asleep.”
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4woM5BKyDMU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4woM5BKyDMU


Kaneko Tōta’s ‘fluorescent squid’: 
Interpretive Translation & Commentary
 

by Itō Yûki and Richard Gilbert, 
Kumamoto University, Japan, March 18, 2009

 

Haiku.

銀行員等朝より螢光す烏賊のごとく　　　金子兜太
ginkoin-ra asa yori keikō su ika no-gotoku                   Kaneko Tōta (pub. circa 1955)

into the morning bank clerks glowing fluorescent as squid

(Note. This haiku is jyûritsu (‘free-rhythm’), is muki (non-seasonal), and contains no kireji. In 

our commentary, we have adapted these materials <http://snipurl.com/dwsa4>, and 

added original historical and biographical research to create the English text.)

http://snipurl.com/dwsa4
http://snipurl.com/dwsa4


Commentary.

Historical context 

After the war,  in 1950s Japan there were several main streams of haiku: Kachofûei 

(stemming from the realist, ultranationalism of Takahama Kiyoshi),the Humanity 

Inquisition School, and what is known as “ideological stylism.” The Humanity Inquisition 

School (Ningen Tankyû-ha) was composed of the three haiku poets, Nakamura Kusatao, 

Kato Shuson, and Ishida Hakyo, who would later become the founding members of the 

Haiku Poets Association. It can be seen that for the most part all of the above-mentioned 

poetic streams were based on visible scenes (realism) for their expression. In this 

modernist haiku tradition, the sense of author's subjectivity was actively suppressed (in 

both political and aesthetic senses). In this era, the emergence of Kaneko Tōta created a 

major impact.

Kaneko’s expression was that of “contemporaneity.” In his essay, “On  Zōkei” [造型　lit., 

“the molding” (of  image), 1957], Kaneko cited his ‘fluorescent squid’ haiku and 

explained his philosophy concerning haiku, in particular “contemporaneity.”

During the war,  in 1943, his 24th year,  Kaneko entered the Central Bank of Japan 

because,  “however the country may be ruined, it would remain.” But, only three days 

later, he was enlisted in the navy and sent to the battlefield of the Truk (Chûk) Islands.  



On these islands, had occurred a major offensive known as “Operation Hailstone.” The 

massive air-raid lasted two days (February 17-18, 1944),  leaving dead bodies and ruins. 

Kaneko arrived two weeks after this air-raid, in March. Facing this devastation he wrote 

this haiku:

 

空襲　よくとがった鉛筆が一本
kûshû     yoku  togatta enpitsu ga hitotsu

air-raid—  
the single well-sharpened 
pencil
 

Before continuing with Kaneko’s postwar activities,  we will briefly outline the historical 

context. With the Japanese defeat, in order to foster democracy in Japan,  General 

MacArthur encouraged Japanese citizens to organize workers unions. Many unions were 

created, not only in private companies but also within public offices. One of the largest of 

the workers unions in public offices, the All Public Office Workers Union (Zen kankō-chō 

rōdōsha Kyōtō),  gathered more than 2,600,000 members,  including high-ranking officers in 

important administrative and financial centers, such as the Central Bank. On January 18, 

1947, the All Public Office Workers Union stated that they would have a general strike on 

February 1. During the weeks, Jan. 18—Feb. 1, there were many demonstrations and riots 

with “red” (Communist-supportive)  flags. If the general strike had succeeded, the 

economy of Japan would likely have been successfully halted, and a Communist 



revolution might have resulted. Fearing this possibility, General MacArthur reversed his 

policy, banning the general strike, and henceforth suppressed all workers unions.

As can be seen, the General Strike date of February 1, 1947 was a significant moment in 

postwar Japanese history; the date on which Japanese unions called for a general strike 

against General McArthur’s wishes. It was on this date that Kaneko Tōta, after 

experiencing 15 months as a prisoner of war, and having returned to Japan, re-entered 

his union post at the Central Bank of Japan: the day of defeat for the workers’ movement. 

According to his statements, Kaneko himself was dubious as to the possibility for success 

of the general strike. He nevertheless dedicated himself to workers’ union activities—to a 

greater extent than his haiku activities (with the Gendai Haiku Kyōkai [Modern Haiku 

Association]), at the time.

In 1948, Kaneko became the Representative Commissioner  (daihyō iin)  of the Workers 

Union in the Central Bank of Japan (Nihon Ginkō jugyōin kumiai), and in 1949 became the 

first full-time Director-General (jimukyokuchō)  of the Union, dedicating himself to 

supporting the Union in all of its activities. Moreover, he acted as a member of the 

Federation of the All-Bank Workers Union (zenkoku ginkō-in kumiai rengō-kai). However, in 

1950, both the Korean War and the Cold War began. When Kaneko was “Red-purged,” 

he was sent from the main office of the bank to work in a small branch bank. This was 

where ‘fluorescent squid’ was composed. (Cf. Kaneko, Tōta, My Postwar Haiku History 



[waga sengo haiku-shi], Tokyo: Iwanami-shoten, 1985.) When Kaneko was "Red-purged," 

he wrote this haiku:

 

虫の夜ふと金属音が喉を刺す 

mushi no yoru huto kinzoku-on ga nodo o sasu

night of  crickets, 
suddenly 
a metallic noise pierces my throat     
 

Compositional concepts

Kaneko wished to compose a haiku about bank clerks, and has described an aspect of his 

compositional process. There were soroban (a Japanese abacus used for calculation), bills, 

and other materials in the bank. Contemplating such bank objects, he was however 

unable to express the  “perplexed and tattered emotions” of the bank clerks, including his 

own. Additionally, whether he were to write a haiku from “a damned situation or blessed 

state,” he felt that such a haiku would end up either as a sermon on the one hand, or on 

the other an expression of  logical prose.

At this time, Kaneko found a creative key to his expression. While on holiday, he visited 

an aquarium, and was impressed by a scene: the image of a squid exuding a blue 

fluorescent light from its body. The next morning at the bank he noticed the fluorescent 

lights on the ceiling casting their blue-white lights on all the clerks, and felt a “sense 



(kankaku).” It was as if squid with blue fluorescent lights emanating from their bodies were 

swimming in the deep sea.

In order to examine this “sense” the term “creating-self ” (tsukuru jibun) arose as Kaneko’s 

unique conception. This “creating-self ” is Kaneko’s idiosyncratic coinage, indicative of 

the cognitive process of creating haiku. That is, “digging and selecting within one's 

consciousness as if  mining for a jewel,” under the impact of  perception.

In Kaneko Tōta's  philosophy, Self (jibun)  can be divided into “consciousness-with-time 

(jikan-sei o motta ishiki)” and “consciousness-without-time (hi-jikan teki na ishiki).” 

“Consciousness-with-time” can be linked to memory—imaged as in geological layers of 

earth. “Consciousness-without-time” can be associated with temporary sensual 

perception. When a poet activates “consciousness-with-time” and “consciousness-

without-time” both—that is, activates “Self ”—a plentitude of images arrive. As a result of 

this process, such a plentitude of images eventually settles into a singular sense of 

“image.”

When Kaneko composed ‘fluorescent squid,’ he writes, “In the gloom, the people in the 

bank settled in my mind as the image that each squid has a lonely fluorescence, and is a 

fresh, fishy creature of the sea with feelers.” (kurai asa no tennai no hito tachi wa, hitori hitori ga 

wabishiku keikō o daki, shikashi gyozoku tokuyu no namanama tosita sitai de imeiji no naka ni teichaku 

shita no deshita.)



In a poet’s cognitive space or world, there exist layers of the poet's memory, accrued 

through his or her experiences. Uniting such layers of memory with the impulse of 

temporal instantaneity (shunkan), and with bodily and sensual perception in the “creating-

self ”—this is, in brief, Kaneko Tōta's philosophy of  haiku, known as Zōkei-ron.

 
 



2 New Issa Ku

translations and commentary 
by  Hiroaki Sato (I.) & David G. Lanoue (II.)

 
I.

Two Newly Discovered Haiku (Hokku) of  Issa

A few months ago Gene Reeves, an eminent Buddhist scholar friend of mine, spotted a 

news item on the discovery of a poem of Miyazawa Kenji (宮沢賢治：1896-1933). Now 

Scott Metz has spotted two news items, one in Japanese, the other in English, though of 

the same daily Mainichi Shimbun, on the discovery of two hokku of Kobayashi Issa (小林一

茶：1763-1827) and, by way of  sending me the news, asked me to translate them:

http://mdn.mainichi.jp/mdnnews/news/20090418p2a00m0na032000c.html
http://mdn.mainichi.jp/mdnnews/news/20090418p2a00m0na032000c.html


 

菜の虫ハ化して飛けり朝の月 

Na no mushi ha keshite tobikeri asa no tsuki
 

羽根生へてな虫ハとぶぞ引がへる 

Hane haete na-mushi wa tobu zo hikigaeru
 

These are “typical” Issa in that they describe small creatures and, on the face of it, both 

are easy to grasp. Once you try to translate them, though, two or three questions 

immediately arise: What is the best word for na 菜? Though we can be pretty sure Issa 

here is  talking about a butterfly by mushi 虫,  is it? We know many insects undergo 

metamorphosis. Also, should the mushi 虫 be given as one or two or more?

As to this last question, I know cabbages, for example, can have plenty of worms crawling 

all over their leaves one day and swarms of butterflies flying around their flowers the next 

day. When I was growing up, my family had vegetable patches. We did not use any 

insecticide, let alone chemical fertilizers (the fertilizers we used consisted wholly of our 

own excrements, as in Issa’s days), so worms and butterflies – and yes, dragonflies and all 

other “bugs” – freely ruled the world. Alas, in the decades since, Japan has become more 

like America!

Anyway, suppose we imagine Issa describing a single larva (though he does not use a more 

technical sanagi), how about translating the two hokku thus:



The worm on the veggie has changed and flown: morning moon

Wings grown the veggie worm flies, look, cane toad

Yes, “transmogrify” is more appropriate for kesu 化す than “change,” but the reflexive 

verb takes up too much space. No, the toad here is not identified as “cane toad”; I added 

“cane” simply because Issa uses the full name of the critter, hikigaeru,  rather than hiki or 

gama. “Look” is for the emphatic zo.

One question the news account raises is the allusion Issa might have had in mind. Most 

likely accepting the words of the professor mentioned in the article, an Issa specialist no 

less, the Japanese account says these two hokku allude to a fictional character called 

Tamamo-no-mae 玉藻の前 who appears in a tanka anthology of the Edo period. (If 

what the Japanese version says is correct,  the English version gets it wrong, for it says the 

character appears in a poem). 

I cannot ascertain the story, simply because Issa’s diary, known as Rokuban nikki 六番日記, 

of which these two haiku are said to be part, is scattered and not even its fragments are 



included in the largest Issa volume I have, Vol. 15 of the Koten haibungaku taikei (Shūeisha, 

1970). Also,  my encyclopedia of tanka (waka), Waka dai-jiten (Meiji Shoin, 1986), does not 

list a tanka anthology named after Tamamo-no-mae, Lady Tamamo – not that the news 

account says there was such an anthology. 

However, the character with the same name, Lady Tamamo, is the heroine of a rather 

famous eponymous fairy tale, and Bashō refers to her in Oku no hosomichi. But the tale has 

to do with a fox who transmogrifies herself into a beautiful, wise young woman to seduce 

a young noble, so to me the allusion remains moot.

 

II.

The following two hokku by Issa, dated Fourth Month, Second Day 1808, were recently 

discovered in Japan (2009). They were found on a page of Issa's "Sixth Diary" (Rokuban 

nikki), on a hanging scroll held by the Issa Memorial Museum in his native village of 

Kashiwabara. Sakuo Nakamura, Emiko Miyashita and Toru Kiuchi all assisted with my 

translation.

 

                             羽根生へてな虫ハとぶぞ引がへる 

	 	 	   hane haete namushi wa tobu zo hikigaeru
                                   
	 	 	   hey toad
	 	 	   the caterpillar will grow
	 	 	   and fly away!



 

Issa ends his haiku with the toad, but since he seems to be addressing it, I moved this to 

the beginning in my translation for the sake of clarity. Is Issa consoling the toad, telling 

him that he will have the garden all to himself once the caterpillar becomes a butterfly 

and flies away?

 

                             葉の虫ハ化して飛けり朝の月 

                                    ha no mushi wa ka shite tobi keri asa no tsuki 
                                    
                                    a butterfly emerges
                                    and flies away . . .
                                    morning moon

Emiko Miyashita notes that the Japanese characters for "leaf" and "insect," added 

together, become the character for "butterfly." Indeed, it seems that the leaf-eating insect 

is a caterpillar that, in the haiku, "emerges and flies away."

Editor’s Note.

As stated by Katsuyuki Yaba in the original Japanese article in the Mainichi Shinbun,  and 

alluded to by Hiroaki Sato (above), it is thought that the two hokku by Issa were inspired 

by the story of  Tamamo-no-Mae.



Tamamo-no-Mae is a famous figure in Japanese mythology. Originally a sinister, nine-

tailed fox who transformed into a beautiful, intelligent courtesan, Lady Tamamo 

appeared during the period of Emperor Toba (1107 - 1123). Japanese folklore has a long 

and rich mythology of foxes being magical, turning themselves into many things, most 

often human beings, in order to trick people,  though oftentimes to help them as well — all 

of which has played a part in the creation of many haikai, hokku and haiku through the 

ages.

Lady Tamamo was said to have always smelled wonderful,  to have had an uncanny 

intelligence, and to have been greatly loved by Emperor Toba. One day though the 

emperor fell ill. The court’s fortune teller/astrologer, Abe no Yasuchika, figured out the 

plot, as well as Lady Tamamo’s true identity. Discovered, Lady Tamamo transformed 

back into a nine-tailed fox and fled. Hunted down, the fox was struck by an arrow. Instead 

of dying though, the fox magically transformed into a huge rock: Sesshoseki, or, The 

Killing Rock.   A wide range of literature in Japan is based on this mythological legend, 

including kabuki and noh plays, fiction and poems. 

Toru Kiuchi, a Japanese poet and editor, has noted that the rock emanates a sulfuric gas, 

so butterflies and other small insects die on it. He believes that Issa went to see the rock 

and was moved by the red color and size, as well as the smell, because he already knew 

that Bashō wrote about it in The Narrow Road to the Interior.



Ad G. Blankestijn notes on his website that: “Bashō describes this (The Killing Rock) as 

emitting poisonous vapors: ‘Dead bees, butterflies and other insects lie in heaps near it, 

hiding the color of the sand.’ Apparently, there is a vent . . . on the volcano through 

which sulphuric gasses escape. Surprisingly, Bashō does not say much about The Killing 

Stone in the Narrow Road. He even skips the legend behind it.”

He also adds that, “(Bashō’s) straightforward haiku does not appear in the Narrow Road, 

but was copied by Sora.”

 

石の香や夏草赤く露暑し 

ishi no ka ya natsu kusu akaku tsuyu atsushi

the stone's stench
even reddish summer grass 
has hot dew
 

trans. by Jane Reichhold, [#53, p 134],  Basho: the Complete Haiku, Kodansha International, 

2008)

So, the associations and allusions seem to be inspired by both Bashō’s visit and writing 

about The Killing Stone and the legend behind it (which Issa clearly knew of since Bashō 

did not write about it). The transmogrification of the “veggie bug” and 

“worm” (Sato)/“caterpillar”and “butterfly” (Lanoue)  softly alludes to Lady Tamamo’s 

http://www.xs4all.nl/~daikoku/haiku/meguri/kuhi-18.htm
http://www.xs4all.nl/~daikoku/haiku/meguri/kuhi-18.htm


own metamorphoses. It seems The Killing Rock’s sulfuric gases would have likely killed 

the butterflies/worms in Issa's ku. In the ku though, they escape. Very Issa, no?

The “morning moon” we are left with in the one seems to symbolize the “true pure land” 

of Pure Land Buddhism (Issa’s religion). The toad/frog, in the other ku, is also interesting, 

though a more mysterious choice. In the west, of course, there is the famous story of The 

Frog Prince, wherein a prince was turned into a frog,  then back into a prince upon being 

kissed by a princess. One wonders if the toad, in the ku, represents someone as well (the 

frog itself being a creature of metamorphosis,  as well as an amphibian,  or something that 

can live a double life), or is a symbol/metaphor for something else. Or perhaps the frog 

represents Bashō himself,  Issa alluding to his infamous frog/pond ku. Without explication 

from Issa himself, it seems one can only have fun guessing. 



How One Writes in the Haiku Moment:

Mythos vs. Logos

—William M. Ramsey—

 

“Go to the pine to learn of the pine,” Basho is said to have advised his follower Doho, 

“and go to the bamboo to learn of the bamboo.” How simple, and yet how elusive this 

instruction for writing haiku. It so happens that I have a pine in my backyard. This 

morning I went to it to learn of it, and for a good while I gazed at it receptively. What I 

found was cracked bark, a mosquito or two, but no fertile moment of haiku composing. I 

had failed. Was it mental clutter that prevented my entrance into the “essence” of the 

pine? Or was it that no impression crossing my consciousness took any cognitive leap—

any effective creative gambit—for generating a haiku moment?

These questions lead to others. What precisely is the so-called “haiku experience”? Is it a 

specially heightened moment different than other art moments (the sonnet moment, or 

villanelle moment,  or limerick moment)? What exactly is the evocative, Zen-like “haiku 

path” that we are urged to take? These often-used phrases—always in the singular—fill 

our haiku handbooks and suggest a monolithic, unitary, or essentialist core that a haiku 

writer must tap into. What they presuppose is mythos. They evoke some kind of vertical 



leap upward from gross, material reality into higher, integrated vision. That is to say, they 

promise the “aha!” moment—something transcendent, transhistorical, and “up there.”

We live, however,  in a postmodern age in which the horizontal view of things is 

supplanting the vertical. Truth statements now are presumed not to correlate to realities 

intuited from “on high.” They are constructed within social contexts and codes in which 

we are situated. Further, our statements are conveyed in language—a system of creative 

distinctions that impose on reality, carrying assumptions, always contributing to our 

constructing of perception. Once, John Keats was feeling oracular and declared that 

Beauty is Truth. His claim would now get deferred into an endless chain of social 

significations, dismissed as an enunciation of  cosmic principle.

In this context, to write a haiku is not to elevate into rarified vision but to invent a 

language statement. It is not to access myth but to deploy logos. Logos here means not to 

apprehend universal Reason (the mytho-vertical), but to deploy reason and orchestrate 

language for the sake of  manipulating cognition (the socio-horizontal).

I am a haiku writer, and each composing session raises the specter of not generating 

something fresh, well crafted, or authentic. When I began writing in the early 1990s, I 

strove to enter the “haiku moment” only to find that I didn’t know what it was. It was my 

misfortune never to have entered a Buddhist monastery, or made walking tours through 

Japan, or to know a sudden flash of satori. Why was it that I could not look at snow 



collecting on a tree twig to capture something precisely etched and uncannily profound? 

R. H. Blyth’s books on haiku suggested I must seek that kind of  vision.

Eventually I woke up to writing practicalities. Most helpful was Modern Haiku’s editor Bob 

Spiess, whose speculations on juxtaposition in haiku turned my attention to practical 

generative tactics. I also was aware of one famous Western example of haiku 

juxtaposition, Ezra Pound’s modernist “In a Station of the Metro.” On a subway 

platform pale urban faces are juxtaposed with petals on a rain-darkened bough, without 

explanatory statement. Pound strikingly rendered a “moment,” as well as a practical 

model of how juxtaposition of unlike images can drive unexpected perception. He was 

not pushing, however, a mythic apprehension of  going to the pine.

Recently Richard Gilbert’s Poems of Consciousness has hurtled contemporary haiku writers 

dramatically into a postmodern sensibility. Gilbert vigorously advocates abandoning the 

mytho-poetics explanation of haiku, including the rarified “haiku moment.” He advances 

in its place a theory of “cognitive poetics.” Without rehashing the hefty theoretical 

complexities of his book, I wish to consider a practical question: How will his theory help 

us in the crucial creative moment—the haiku composing session?

The cornerstone of his theory is a linguistic strategy useful in writing called disjunction; it 

takes simple juxtaposition of images many steps further. Convincingly, he recasts all talk 

of a haiku mythos by showing how a haiku—if it is to be rhetorically effective—must be a 



language performance that manipulates a reader’s consciousness through “cutting” (kire), 

a kind of pivot point. In this view Basho’s brilliance, despite his cryptic advice about the 

pine, lies in how he alters the reader’s initial cognition in a haiku into unexpected 

perception through dexterous semantic moves that shift how a haiku is being read. 

Dismissing mystique, Gilbert shows how haiku perception occurs as one’s mind leaps 

“disjunctively” from one order of linguistic expectation to another. Going to the pine thus 

is not about Zen elimination of  ego but operations of  language that we too might acquire.

The haiku moment has been demystified; yet, I want to glance back at Basho’s advice for 

the excellent practical values it still offers writers. First,  the self-effacement Basho 

recommends is  still a cardinal rule of writers—suppressing self can reduce intrusive 

mental clutter, intensifying focused observation outward. A great many writers in the 

ubiquitous craft interviews touch upon “getting all things down,” or “not missing 

anything,” or “seeing everything to be seen” in the subject matter. Indeed haiku writers 

on a ginko make an odd sight. They stop, they stare, they bend over to peer, they poise 

pen over notebook, they move a few steps,  pause, and freeze again—it’s  no casual walk 

through a park. They are focusing hungrily on the “out there.”

What they seize upon, of course, is the power of a precise, vivid image. Going to the pine 

or bamboo is in part about concreteness—the powerful way that sensory impression 

attaches to consciousness. The compact haiku is not poetry of direct statement, expressive 

vagary, or cute commentary. The difference between a poetic aphorism and a haiku—



superficially they look alike—is that the former prepackages a reader’s thinking by 

wrapping all in a witty closing point. The haiku, in contrast, triggers the start of 

perceptual discovery—the shift into it. Thus, Basho seems to communicate at the pre-

verbal level, capturing fragmentarily an idea just as it breaks into awareness—before 

discursive grammatical structure, before “stated” ideation. Image begins this.

Yet, there are things Basho’s advice does not explain (and which Gilbert’s argument does). 

After he went to a pine or bamboo (i.e., a nature object or action), Basho then treated 

what he saw with a verbal brilliance that induces supple psychological impact. The fact is, 

a haiku is far more than a concrete image of something “out there.” It is very much about 

the cognitive awareness “in here.” That is why Gilbert regards Shiki’s shasei,  the realist 

nature sketch, as an inadequate model for haiku theory. He privileges instead mind-

shifting linguistic operations.

Of course, there is more to Basho’s pithy pine remark than its  self-effacing brevity. The 

influence of his daily Zen meditations is probably at work here. These would routinely 

depend on focusing tactics. Presumably “going to the pine” is equivalent to a meditation’s 

focusing cue used for shutting out mental distractions, readying one for the concentrated 

clarity to follow. Thus, receptiveness to the pine means a clearing of mind that precedes a 

subtle, dynamic shift in inner experience. If that is so, Basho’s understated advice—itself 

a kind of haiku—implies far more subjective content than is explicitly stated and opens 



the door for cognitive poetics. He seems to say one must enter the pine’s essence, but he 

really means that disciplined creative concentration is required to compose productively.

This is an important point because so much content of a powerful haiku is cognitive 

shifting that occurs not “out there” in objectively observed landscape but in the poet and 

reader’s psyche. This puts us in territory that Richard Gilbert explores. If we were 

unaware of that interior work, we would take Basho’s famed description of a crow having 

settled on a bare branch at autumn dusk as a flat nature snapshot. Instead, its 

convergence of concrete image with psychological resonance is deeply human and 

rhetorically manipulated. Omitting some of Gilbert’s difficult nomenclature, I want to 

suggest how intricate are its few disjunctive shifts in cognition.

Basho’s one-image haiku seems caught fresh at the moment of the eye’s glance. 

Apparently it is a single moment-perception, spontaneously entering awareness as a 

whole,  but actually it adroitly “cuts” perception. Initially, a crow has just finished an 

action (on a bare branch, having settled). This base section linguistically creates an 

expectation: the moment seems to be about a period of perched rest, or inaction, that will 

follow. For now, I note that the word “bare” seems to offer simple descriptive information; 

but it actually withholds its full import for the final line. The haiku’s low-key cutting (kire) 

happens as one goes to the final line and learns this is in “autumn dusk.” As if a camera 

lens has pulled back to a panoramic view, we now see the whole scene, not just the branch 



in it,  and we discover this is autumn’s transition toward the dead of winter. The shift is 

disjunctive because now we must revise the text quickly.

Earlier we expected a bird’s becoming inactive. That now conflates with our own passing 

toward a state of inactivity. The word “bare,” initially a tree descriptor, applies with new 

force to oneself—our hair thins, our skin ages, our energies decline. The haiku’s sere 

descriptive coloration—black raven and drab bark—now penetrates our consciousness as 

the new alternative text—we all enter our own sere winter. This revised comprehension 

pulls coherence out of two conflicting orders,  the temporal landscape of literal 

description and the a-temporal finality we will face. But for an instant the cut has made us 

dangle in a disjunctive gap between two worlds. Linguistically examined, this is not a still 

snapshot,  not quite the serene haiku “moment” it seems. Basho’s cutting has shaped an 

interior drama rich and subtly charged by nuanced re-orderings of consciousness. We 

have managed to “go to the bird” (like the bamboo), a journey effected through precise 

and namable mental operations of  logos not mythos.

I am able now to answer the earlier question about what happens when a haiku 

composing session is unproductive. It’s not that I failed to observe my pine closely enough 

“out there” in the back yard. It’s that my interior drama of cognition, the “in here,” 

simply didn’t get its juices flowing that day.



Has Richard Gilbert’s cognitive poetics given me a writer’s solution? The answer is, well, 

more or less. Positive benefits are multiple. Gilbert’s linguistic methodology enhances my 

reading of haiku, explaining things I have sensed, and even which have been noted before 

but for which old terminology did not precisely grasp. At the same time, it helps me 

understand why mediocre haiku fall flat. That means I can recognize when my own haiku 

are weak and discard them more quickly. Better, I can salvage some by re-conceiving their 

linguistic tactics. Indeed I see why in drafting I constantly reorder lines, alter word 

choices, and reach for different images. Instinctively this is the work of cognitive poetics. 

Most importantly, I am disposed to look not for a static, singular snapshot moment but to 

push into an unexpected direction, to cut, to withhold and then reveal—to invite 

unpredictability. That’s because an effective haiku is not a singular image-moment but a 

sequence of  performed instants.

So far, however, this new linguistic knowledge has yet to convert in me to natural poetic 

command. When Gilbert says in Poems of Consciousness, “It is hoped that the manner of 

discovery presented here could be easily enough applied by the sensitive reader or 

poet”—I catch myself in some disbelief (111). His central chapter, “The Disjunctive 

Dragonfly,” gives a dizzying taxonomy of disjunctive modes with daunting names like 

“linguistic oxymoron,” “imagistic fusion” and “metaphoric fusion,” “concrete 

disjunction” and “rhythmic disjunction,” “displaced mythic resonance,” “semantic 

register shift,” and “irruptive collocation.” I cannot,  pen in hand, look at my pine and 

think, “Now I will try a semantic register shift.” The leap from a complex nomenclature 



to putting oneself in a creative act is a stretch, and I cannot produce a haiku that way. It 

will take time to integrate the new knowledge into my impulses.

           

The haiku that Gilbert shows as models of disjunctive technique are excellent, but I fear I 

will lose something if I emulate disjunction too obsessively for its own sake. I don’t want 

to write what are “demo haiku,” made chiefly to demonstrate expertise in clever 

distortions of meaning. I want a haiku to remain a personal event connected to a sense of 

life story. In other words, I still want to venture truth claims, at least in the existential 

context of where I find myself in this lovely, distressing, difficult,  and refreshing world. If 

haiku becomes a repeated story of semantics we will lose. That, I concede, is a general 

issue and not particular to what is generously offered in cognitive poetics. As for 

tomorrow, I am sure there will be grand political events in world news, but I hope to 

confront the pine once again. I hope to clarify in a passing, private impression one 

resonant fragment of  a life journey—the most personal news there is.

           



The Scorpion Prize of  Issue IX:1

As a poetics

As a poetics, haiku have an uneasy relationship with sense and depth. The nonce poem 
and epithet lie just around the corner, and it’s but a short step to the declarative sentence. 
As a reader, I am usually in doubt, with expectations often unmet. The youthful innovator 
Shiki, even as he reframed what he was to term ‘haiku,’ felt that this over-brief  poem 
would soon meet its demise, with limitations too severe, permutations too few.

Shiki might be surprised to find how precocious the haiku has become, and how viral. 
Haiku have been penned under extreme duress, the threat of  torture and death—as with 
the anti-war haiku of  the New Rising poets, in wartime Japan. Likewise, the haiku of  the 
Balkans, selections published in the landmark anthology, Knots: The Anthology of  Southeastern 
European Haiku Poetry (D. Anakiev & J. Kacian, eds., Red Moon Press, 1999) arise from a 
similar landscape of  genocidal war. Haiku out of  the garden.

In a formal sense, the haiku has needed to move beyond realism (but a brief  movement in 
Japan), and beyond restricted themes of  ‘season and flowers,’ primarily in order to swerve 



into or collide with the modern. Collision seems apt; Basho’s 17th century ‘old pond,’ his 
signature work, is celebrated as the first in his ‘eye-opening’ style, a radical departure 
which deepened and widened the field of  haikai. In terms of  technique, Basho discussed 
kire (cutting; disjunctive technique) and kireji as primary technical (and aesthetic, and 
spiritual) aspects of  the poetics. Although modern sensibility has extended the field of  
haiku possibility in numerous ways, the bones of  its method continue in this lineage, 
forming a literary conversation with ancestral works as well as the play between 
convention and its subversion.

At this point in time, haiku in English has entered into a new era of  experimentation, and 
novel possibilities for the genre are becoming apparent. If  haiku are to remain vibrant 
and vital in English, this extension into possibility seems both necessary and timely. Yet, as 
experimentation proceeds, it seems useful to discuss distinctions between what is haiku 
and what may be a short-form poetics; between what partakes of  a lineage, and what goes 
beyond or outside of  it. At the edges of  the form, in the play of  subversion, the poem 
may move beyond ‘type’—yet distinctions remain valuable if  there is something to be 
recalled in relation to lineage in reader-experience.

Within the century of  poems presented in this issue, some I respond to as short-form 
poetry rather than haiku — yet they exist within the guise of  haiku, so to speak, as they 
are found in the ‘haiku’ section. It will be up to editors and readers to codify differences 
and contrasts. I welcome this edge, and find it compelling. The haikuesque—short-form 
(or longer) poems utilizing haiku techniques and sensibility successfully, is a new 
development, seen most prominently and effectively in NOON: Journal of  the Short Poem 
(Philip Rowland, ed., Tokyo). It’s my hope that the haiku world can extend itself—to 
further consider and nourish such new borderlands. Perhaps distinction is the next critical 
challenge. As a reader, I constantly return—to a certain passion as well as formal 
expectation, including the expectation of  subversion. To subvert is to refresh—language, 
poetry, thought.

As others have done in this space, before mentioning my first choice, presented are 
selections which particularly inspired (in read order):
 
sun on the horizon
who first
picked up a stone
 
For its concision, topic, subtle posing of  question, and rhythm (paul m.). The sun becomes 
multi-dimensional: realistic, historic, mythic, as does the timeline and origin of  man. And,
 
the moon outside —
a moment 
before I bleed



 
for its immediacy, and humanity (Ian Daw). Note that these two haiku utilize a long-short-
long stanza, and I find a 2-2-2 rhythm of  strong beats (rhythmic play which is not possible 
in the one-liner).
 
I see the iris
and its stamina
and am blue
 
Again there is immediacy, yet also language play (I-iris; stamina) that refreshes, the last 
line evoking for me the vocals of  Billie Holiday (Charles Trumbull). So much depends on 
‘blue.’
 
red gold water
the trout’s footprints
crossing a Bedouin sun
 
Sensuality, fantasy, color (Clare McCotter). Each succeeding line extends in length, 
drawing further into its dream. The intriguingly surreal image, ‘trout’s footprints’ remains 
understated, enfolded, cohesive.
 
leaf  shadows on
the ground sway from
the secrets of  war
 
A dark sense of  quietude, and skillful, fragmented rhythm, as well as semantic ‘fragments,’  
as prepositions end the first two lines (Chris Gordon).
 
I’ll linger here knowing the type of  star you’ll settle on
 
The one-line form is demanding and technically limiting (in English). Reading is fast, 
rhythmic and semantic elements compressed (Paul Pfleuger Jr.). When compression yields 
dimension, and the poem resists sense (having to puzzle it), requiring re-reading, I go 
along. This poem plays with time in its use of  ‘linger’ (temporal length) at the beginning, 
contrasting with ‘star you’ll settle on’ at the tail, with its contrastive ‘s’ consonantal 
rhythmic rapidity.
 
windfall apples
what I think about
what I think
 
Recursive iteration delights here (rhythmic substitution), which, nautilus-like, curls 
consciousness in upon itself  (Carolyn Hall).



 
twilight in the arrangement of  stones
 
An abrupt simplicity which evokes a strong image of  depth (Patrick Sweeney), and
 
this early darkness quitting time
 
acts similarly, with societal implication (John Stevenson), and also to mention Stevenson’s 
subversively anti-romantic,
 
pretty sure my red is your red
 
Another example of  image concision in the one-line is,
 
where am I here
 
which takes the form closer to a formal limit, while retaining familiar haiku elements 
(Peter Yovu). Similarly,
 
trees free of  tree free of  trees
 
grazes the nonsensical—I find in its semantic language-play an innovative ecopoetics 
(Helen Buckingham). A reminder. Would that this poem find its way to banners. Last in 
this list, the surprise of:
 
A snail
Dreams of  a blue dream
On the back of  a leaf.
 
Blyth’s haiku finds a suitable new home in contemporary company. The above 13 poems 
reveal a fair degree of  range, technique and topic, and it’s difficult to select out a single 
haiku. These three, ‘sun on the horizon,’ ‘I see the iris,’ and ‘trees free’ are my finalists, 
though all in this group are excellent. Of  this group, I find,
 
sun on the horizon
who first
picked up a stone
 
by paul m. most compelling, and award it the Scorpion Prize.

Richard Gilbert
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